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Featured Application: This is a relatively less researched topic around the globe. Our research
and the included algorithm will hugely benefit current and upcoming surplus food distribution
activities, provide core support to existing and future food communities, as well as address the
food insecurity and wastage issues of the world.

Abstract: Food waste is currently a major challenge for the world. It is the precursor to several
socioeconomic problems that are plaguing modern society. To counter and to, simultaneously, stand
by the undernourished, surplus food redistribution has surfaced as a viable solution. Information
and Communications Technology (ICT)-mediated food redistribution is a highly scalable approach
and it percolates into the lives of the masses far better. Even if ICT is not brought into the picture, the
presence of food surplus redistribution in developing countries such as India is scarce and is limited
to only a few of the major cities. The discussion of a surplus food redistribution framework under
strategic settings is a less discussed topic around the globe. This paper aims to address a surplus
food redistribution framework under strategic settings, thereby facilitating a smoother exchange of
surplus food in the smart cities of developing countries and beyond. As ICT is seamlessly available
in smart cities, the paper aims to focus the framework in these cities. However, this can be extended
beyond the smart cities to places with greater human involvement.

Keywords: food surplus; surplus food distribution; food recovery; food waste; food sharing; food
waste management; smart cities; ICT-mediation; game theory; double-sided market; sustainability;
scalability; donation traceability; food recoverability

1. Introduction

For the last decade, food waste has been a major contributor towards several so-
cioeconomic problems [1,2], including, but not limited to, global warming, greenhouse
gas emissions, water wastage, soil degradation, farmer suicides, price fluctuations, black
marketing, and hoarding. On a global scale, more than 30% of all edible products end up as
waste [3]. Each year, this wastage amounts to billions of tons of food, out of which near 60%
is avoidable [4]. One of the solutions that can deal with this underrated yet serious problem
of food wastage is surplus food redistribution. Distributing surplus food to areas where it
is in deficit utilizes the generation of food waste at the surplus end and alleviates hunger at
the deficit end. While this may not be a solution to the whole situation, it targets the 60%
avoidable food waste into a win–win scenario for society as well as the economy of the land.
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) has taken this a step further [5] and
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made the redistribution activity smoother by connecting the donors with the receivers and
the available volunteers, by minimizing human interference as far as possible. The use of
ICT brings the very desirable properties of sustainability and, more importantly, scalability
to the table. ICT mediation in food redistribution is an extremely important contemporary
topic [6] and is gaining fast popularity around the world due to its numerous upsides. In
the smart cities of developing countries such as India, however, a lot remains to be done as
the presence of food redistribution movements mediated by ICT is scarce and only limited
to a few major cities. The discussion of a surplus food redistribution framework under
strategic settings is a less discussed topic around the globe.

This paper aims at addressing a surplus food redistribution framework under strategic
settings, thereby facilitating a smoother exchange of surplus food in the smart cities of
developing countries and beyond. This framework will be available via a handheld device-
based app, a game theory-assisted ICT-based platform, that will allow users, hereafter
referred to as Agents, to raise food requests as donors, receivers, and/or volunteers. This
app will take other required information such as location, surplus food types, their expiry
dates (packaged food items), preparation times (cooked food items), pickup, drop, donation,
receipt related information, etc. as inputs as well. Just before the request submission, the
agent will be able to set preferences for donation, pickup, or volunteering, as applicable.
As ICT is seamlessly available in smart cities, the paper aims to focus the framework in
these cities. However, this can be extended beyond smart cities to places with greater
human involvement.

This paper is organized as follows. The rest of this section (Section 1) presents the
related work in this field. The system model and the proposed mechanism are discussed
in Section 2. The mechanism has been analyzed in Section 3 and its simulation results are
presented in Section 4. A discussion of the outcome has been put forward in Section 5,
followed by conclusions and future work in Section 6.

1.1. Related Work

The foundation of our work already exists in the form of establishing food redistribu-
tion as one of the leading solutions of dealing with food wastage and ICT mediation is a
great add-on to boost the surplus movement. However, work on the algorithms used to
match the donors with the receivers remains elusive and is the main agenda of our paper.

1.1.1. Literature Review

Work has been conducted in this field that evaluates the efficacy of the usage of ICT
in food redistribution or carries out survey-based research on the current usage of ICT by
different food sharing communities. The perishable nature of products has forced changes
to the food supply chain design to maximize shelf-life and minimize food waste [7].

The rapid global growth of volunteer-dependent and ICT-based platform-mediated
surplus food redistribution initiatives has been identified in [8]. This research captured
both the worlds of dominant interests and root cause mitigating best practices that are
traded off in such food movements. The involvement and contributions of cultures,
organizational facts and internal experiences have also been explored [9]. While the
study first reviewed the food waste management system of Singapore and the prevailing
socio-political context, it also went on to discuss all formats of people’s interactions with
food waste related problems. Reduction in food waste production as an approach for
mitigating climate change attempted by grassroots initiatives aims to prevent avoidable
food waste and redistribute surplus food for consumption, as presented in [10]. These
low budget initiatives rely heavily on volunteers to curb their costs. ICT, in terms of
social media, acts as another tool in their success in surplus food movement. It has been
suggested that environmental sustainability is best supported by an approach called the
Social Supermarket, in which a body for handling the surplus of a city works with several
food distributors to acquire surplus food either directly from the donors or through a
charitable government body and redistributes it to the needy [11]. However, economically,
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the study reveals that the concept of Food Bag Center is the most efficient, in which a
body collects the surplus food of a city and redistributes it in grocery bags to financially
challenged people. A unique study [12] reported an attempt at the complicated task of
reducing consumer food waste at cafeterias using the combo of ICTs and IoTs. Lunch
lines containing sensors that track food wastage, which is later shown by an app on each
consumer’s mobile, revealed an average of 3% of food wasted by the customers. Surplus
food databases of market value have been created [13] and the prevailing practices of
surplus food management assessed. Propelled by a Thailand food rescue organization,
the study went on to make several recommendations in the process that strengthened the
organization’s ties with the donors and the receivers. As mentioned, partnering with a food
sharing app OLIO (https://olioex.com/, accessed on 24 December 2020), an analysis of
the social network of the app was presented [2]. The analysis revealed the formation of new
relationships that divert from the expected donor–receiver ones. This may prove pivotal
for policy makers who aim to analyze and encourage ICT-assisted food redistribution.
Recent studies [14,15] discuss the legislation policies affecting food wastage directly or
indirectly in the European Union. They argued that although the existing policies do
facilitate better food redistribution by means of mitigating existing challenges to smooth-
out the process, they do not address the issue at the root level in terms of prevention of
surplus food generation. They pointed out that the food policies of the land affect proper
food redistribution and food waste prevention. The use of ICT speeds up the redistribution
process, provides high scalability of the operations and also attracts better quality surplus
food [16]. Research [17] also documents the complexities and opportunities involved in
food redistribution locally. The study also highlights the practices that can transform
the way surplus food is perceived and revalued. There also has been research [18] on a
specific South African mobile app named Food for Us (http://foodforus.co.za/, accessed
on 24 December 2020). This app works on providing food to those in need and allowing
small-scale producers to get their produce to markets. This paper reveals the need for
developing a strong social networked system built around technological platforms such
as this app to help find alternate markets for unsold farm produce. A valuable lesson is
provided in [19] by contrasting images between different food handling practices. The
study termed food as “an instigator and a tool” that helps in learning and re-learning
health, happiness, and ecology related impacts. The study pondered on the need to know
and pay attention to the details that help differentiate between food and waste. Food
redistribution has been portrayed as a double-edged sword to fight against food insecurity
and food waste [20]. The study discusses the efficacy of the anti-waste/pro-donation law
of Italy in addressing both food waste and insecurity. It also points out that its effectiveness
lies in bringing together the different actors in the food management process for tackling
the food insecurity issue. The study notes the potential tensions that may soon be realized
due to the use of different paths for food surplus utilization. The same concept encourages
some people to donate expiring food items charitably, while others sell it at a discounted
price. The concept of a peer-to-peer (P2P) food sharing system based on high internet usage
and people interested in food sharing is well-studied [21]. This study acts as a base to
identify future P2P food collection and redistribution zones and the actors they can attract.
The creation and accumulation of networks of sharing individuals, as well as how digital
platforms can aid in the scaling of such an approach keeping in mind the sustainability of
such initiatives, has been assessed [22]. The scenario of sharing food in cities has also been
directly assessed [23] and viewed as a field of experimentation and innovation. The study
identifies places, leading approaches, common trends and notions that are involved and
provides a basis for future research.

Adequate pricing for items having unpredictable demand and time-dependent us-
ability has been observed as an interesting strategy leading to waste reduction [24]. It
has been recognised [25] that ICTs do contribute towards a smoother transformation to
sustainable food systems by increasing resource productivity, reducing inefficiencies, de-
creasing management costs, and improving food chain coordination. As a matter of fact,
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the contribution of ICT in the redistribution of surplus prepared or cooked food, which
have a very short window of recoverability before they spoil, has been observed [16]. This
study remarks on the ability of ICT-based platforms to rapidly locate surplus receivers
who can put this food to good use. The study also examines how communities having
different goals for food redistribution cooperate in implementing ICT-mediated solutions
in food sharing activities. While it clearly highlights the scaling of new horizons by the use
of ICTs, it also alerts about the moral hazards and social regulations that form around the
redistribution of surplus food. Food sharing practices have been termed as “messy” [26]
emphasizing that it includes diverse ranges of participants and practices that also vary
over space and time and are connected via both physical and virtual platforms (ICTs).
As stated previously, it is pointed out that an ICT intervention resulted in the recovery
of surplus food at all stages of food production [6]. However, maximum recovery was
noted in the retail stage. The study also credited the faster movement of surplus in ICT-
mediated redistribution. The urban food sharing habits and activities, including provision,
consumption and redistribution of food, have been thoroughly studied by them as well.
What constitutes food and what can be considered acceptable food practice have also been
discussed and pushed to new limits. Regulations of the land and the involved food risk
emerge as key factors to consider during such redistribution activities. Production beyond
need, poor management, and bad consumer behaviours have been identified as the reasons
that cause difficult challenges related to food wastage on a global scale [27]. The study
also examines surplus food redistribution as a solution to this challenge in the United
Kingdom and finds that there is a lot of scope for further improvement in efficiency. How
food donation facilitates the transition towards a circular economy and brings together
the diverse players of the process have been explored [28]. The study draws an important
conclusion that multi-agent collaborations are the key towards a circular economy. The
thesis [29] presented the different motives and interactions of the different actors involved
in the act of food distribution. The study also brought into light the operational effects of
the act and the challenges and alternatives to the donors. Another study [30] summarized
the food redistribution initiatives implemented by individuals across more than ninety
countries. The study evaluated these initiatives in terms of sustainability and created a
database that depicts the transformation of the society towards sustainability.

The study [31] acknowledges the positive impact of ICT in food redistribution and
also created a database of such food sharing activities across several cities, countries and
continents in order to facilitate the identification and analysis of repetitive patterns and tem-
poral trends in ICT-mediated surplus redistribution. Food sharing, coupled with structural
changes along the production line and better consumer habits, has been deemed [32] as a
potential solution towards reducing food waste. Food redistribution is predicted to mitigate
the effects of the food crunch that will arise due to growing demands for food of the ever
exploding population of the world and the limitation of natural resources. Prevailing food
practices and waste generation rates have been rendered not only environmentally, but also
economically and socially unsustainable in the long run. The study [33] establishes the fact
that more than one out of eight people in the United States is affected with food insecurity
in spite of around one-third of all food production going into landfills. The study acknowl-
edges that food redistribution organizations do mitigate this insecurity, although more
in some states of the country than in others. The study [34] also recognizes the positive
impacts of food redistribution on the environment, economy, and society in Italy. Highly
benefited areas were identified and profiles for such redistribution activities were built.
The study [35] acknowledged the contrasting challenges of food waste and food insecurity
in the US. Based on the analysis of the K–12 school system in Maine, it was pointed out
that very little is known about the strategies that schools use to handle the considerable
amount of food waste that they produce. This paper suggested that several factors are con-
sidered in the choice of any waste reduction policies in schools. The study [36] studied the
prevailing traceability practices of Stockholm’s Stadsmission food bank. Although the then
current practices proved to be sufficient to provide food safety and quality, potential for
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systematic errors was also detected. They pointed out the absence of temperature control
at the donation and receipt points to be the main issue in the redistribution process. The
study [37] observed the working of an Israeli food bank using a different logistical model
from the other food banks. They have non-profit organizations (NPOs) as intermediaries
that add fresh produce to the surplus, thereby improving the food value of the redistribu-
tion. However, this unique approach requires additional infrastructure and strict measures
when compared to the simple surplus redistribution process, as noted by the study. The
environmental impact of food redistribution from donation to consumption against that of
alternative options such as landfilling and composting has been discussed [38]. Although
the facts favoured composting, a better optimized food redistribution utilizing benefits of
using the other alternative options in the process seemed to be a win–win solution for the
future. Dynamic pricing of perishable goods [39] and better inventory policies for items
whose prices are dependant on the item’s remaining shelf-life [40] have been shown to
benefit both revenue generation and waste reduction, making them attractive choices. In
fact, models have been studied for items having different expiry dates and buyers opting
for different items based on item costs and expiry dates [41].

The study [42] accepts that the unwise and inefficient use of food resources has
rendered us in need for a transition towards sustainable practices. The study explores
this transition towards a circular food system and discusses the problems and probable
solutions for each stage of food production. The three phases of handling surplus food
waste, namely, prevention, recovery, and recycling, have been highlighted [43]. This takes
the utilization of surplus food waste to beyond human consumption. This paper also
states that holistic changes in food production methods are the best approach towards
sustainability in the long run. The results of ICT application to the various stages of food
wastage have been studied, as previously stated [5]. Different features added to the base
ICT platform attracted agents at different stages to participate in the surplus redistribution
movement. However, low recoverability of food at the household level was noted as
well. ICT solutions have also been identified [44] for efficiency through monitoring and
assessment of environmental impact, enhanced transparency and traceability in the food
system, and creation of a network between actors in the food chains to influence and change
food practices. Multiple case studies have been explored to provide available surplus
management options and the factors that make these options attractive and applicable [45].
The results of this study suggest the availability of several food redistribution options that
are applicable over the recoverable window of food items. Certain recommendations were
made for the improvement of food redistribution [46]. They recommend a systems operator
at the national level to coordinate redistribution activities, proper food redistribution
guidelines that cover safety and efficacy of the activity, sufficient funding for the same,
and prioritizing food redistribution. The research [47] compares a food redistribution
environment with and without a food bank and evaluates the effects of a food bank on the
environment and the finance of the participants of the activity. The study establishes the
superiority of having a food bank in the picture on both the parameters mentioned above.
Re-Food (https://www.re-food.org/en, accessed on 4 January 2021), a Portuguese food
redistributor, has been studied [48] and it was found that logistic related issues stop it from
fully eliminating food waste. The study also notes that the firm brings together people
from different stages of the redistribution activity to adhere to a common cause that is the
local elimination of food waste and hunger issues. There is research [49] on mathematical
models of food circulation by food banks to analyze and optimize the effective and equitable
distribution of food, i.e., food distributed to each service area should be proportional to the
demand of food in that service area.

The concept of food redistribution and the principles that follow it have been put
forward [50], and the food redistribution activities have been analyzed on that basis.
This paper also suggested that encouragement for food businesses to donate the surplus
they generate is an important step in handling the reducing surplus production of food.
A Norwegian study [51] took the solution of food waste generation to beyond human

https://www.re-food.org/en
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redistribution and consumption. The study included approaches such as fodder for animals,
biogas generation, and even compost. This stretches the utility of surplus beyond products
for human consumption. However, it identified food redistribution as the most sustainable
and appropriate approach for handling the surplus. One study [52] carried out in Finland
calculated the number of cooked meals at up to 10,000 a year, and that of redistributed
food bags as up to 270,000 bags a year by one organization, from donated surplus or
redistributed food. This study suggested a possibility of improvement in food waste
reduction strategies of the country. Government policies have been analyzed [53] with
respect to handling food waste generation and overall people welfare and categorized
them into policies that help achieve a relationship between both the above goals and that
help achieve one of them while degrading the situation for the other. The study pointed out
that there are policies that are categorized into both the above mentioned types. Thus, as it
is inferred in the study, public health needs to be the main consideration when designing
policies for food waste reduction and management.

Food rescue has been highlighted [54] as an initiative in the emergency food sector
internationally in an attempt to reduce food waste and to improve supplies to providers
and consumers. The steps through which food producers recover and donate their surplus
food for redistribution to the food banks have been brought into light [55]. Although the
research only covers Italy, it still provides valuable insights into the visceral operations of
food organizations that relate to their tax savings, waste management, and society rapport.
While accepting surplus food redistribution as a key solution to food waste reduction, one
step ahead has been taken [56] by also suggesting a model for surplus food generation
and management. The study also shows how to use this model to pinpoint food wastage
mitigation options. Although food banks are a successful concept in the food management
process, it has been noted that the government does not track its usage [57]. Although
many conclude on several welfare reforms being the reason for the growth of food banks,
the government is poised on their say that there is no strong evidence to suggest that. The
study [58] covers the food redistribution systems that existed in China at around 200 BC.
Through archaeological evidence, it documents that food was redistributed by the emperor
to the subjects in various forms and notes the different dietary conditions of people at
diverse status in the society. This study notes discrepancies between the passed regulation
and the actuation of the redistribution process. The study also studied the redistribution to
the those in need and noted a bias towards saving physically capable farmers rather than
addressing to the needs of the economically endangered ones. It also sheds light on an
exceptional method of redistribution used by the rulers to feed people of inferior status
through feast leftovers. Another study [59] proposes a model to maximize the economical
benefits of food redistribution for the retail donor organizations. The model suggests
optimal time for withdrawing food items from shelves for redistribution and also donation
quantities for human and livestock consumption such that retailer profit is maximized.

1.1.2. Food Sharing Communities

According to Food Tank (https://foodtank.com/, accessed on 13 January 2021) [60],
there are several food sharing communities that are already in operation globally (for
further details visit our arXiv paper [61].). Most of them use ICT in simple forms such as
apps for volunteer organizations or social media for receivers to connect with the donors.
With a more complex use of ICT, the communities can extend across borders, redistribute
faster, communicate seamlessly, reach a wider audience, track food quality and movement,
and exploit higher scalability, just to name a few.

2. Materials and Methods

The problem has been formally defined and a proposed mechanism as its solution
has been suggested here. A schematic of the problem overview is presented in Figure 1.
The donation that the donors make is transported by the volunteers, who are available on
the fly or as planned, to the receivers for the matching assignment made by the algorithm.

https://foodtank.com/
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Notice that donors and receivers can also volunteer for transportation, while being a donor
or a receiver, simultaneously.
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Figure 1. Overview of the model.

2.1. Notations and Problem Formulation

Our model has three types of agents: (1) the d Donors, D = {D1,D2, . . . ,Dd}, (2) the
r Receivers, R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rr}, (3) the v Volunteers, V = {V1,V2, . . . ,Vv}. Here, agents
represent their multiple food donation, requirement, and transportation requests. Certain
lists will be holding data for comparison and classification. The lists P,C,M are for
comparing perishable food items and storing unmatched and matched agent requests,
respectively. Four lists bifurcate the food requests into Perishable (PFD for donors and PFR
for receivers) and Non-Perishable (NPFD for donors and NPFR for receivers) categories for
prioritizing perishable food movement. The challenge here is to suggest a proper matching
between these requests to execute this process with minimum manual intervention. The
simplified process to achieve the same is shown in Figure 2. Certain thresholds used to
tweak the system environment when required are:

• To minutes is the minimum overlap time between a donor and a volunteer for assignment;
• Tl% of their travel distance is what volunteers can manage in terms of going off their

route to address requests;
• Tm grams is the threshold meal size;
• Ta% of the extra donation weight required for volunteers for the smooth transportation

of the donation;
• Tnm

P and Tm
P kilometers are the threshold distances that perishable food can travel for

without spoiling without AC in motored and non-motored transportation, respectively;
• TNP kilometers is the threshold distance for non-perishable food to travel in a non-motored

transportation;
• Td and Tr minutes are the threshold times before the start and end timings for donation,

respectively, during which the request is considered available for matching;
• Tw minutes is the threshold beyond which unaccepted matches are auto-rejected.
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Start

Input agent requests

Check if both sides of the market exist

Exists?

Sort agents by event end timings

Check for volunteer availability during
donation timing of each donor

Available?

Assign available volunteer to donor
maximizing surplus transport distance

Calculate eligible donor list of each
receiver based on event timings

Extract receiver preference
order for eligible donors

Calculate position of receiver in the
preference list of each eligible donor

Assign the donor with the highest
preference for the receiver

Break ties in favour of:

1. Earlier event time

2. Earlier request time

Check for clearance of one
side of the market

Clear?

Iterations
= 264?

End

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

NoUpdate agent preferences to account for incomplete
preference lists

Figure 2. Process flow.

The agent details extracted for the matching process are as mentioned in Table 1.
All requests are queued firstly into C, and then classified into V, PFD, NPFD, PFR, and
NPFR, as in Table 2. Matching of food items is carried out internally in these groups. An
additional volunteer group V, which is involved in the transportation of both perishable
and non-perishable food items, is also present to classify the volunteer requests. Volunteer
assignment for each donation request is carried out Td minutes before donation and with
donor–volunteer pairs having at least To minutes of availability overlap to account for
real-time delays, as shown in Figure 3. Similarly, receivers are considered for matching
Tr minutes before their requirement start time. Now say we are tracking the lth meal of
the kth food type donated by the ith donor from the jth location. Let this be our virtual
donor Dijkl .

Table 1. Variables extracted for processing.

Donors Receivers Volunteers

Location Location Route
Type of food to donate Type of food required Type of transport (motored or not)
Amount of food to donate Amount of food required Payload capacity

- - Air-conditioning status of the transport
Pickup date and time range Requirement date and time range Availability date and time range
Preferred receivers, if any Preferred donors, if any Receivers, if any

Table 2. Bifurcation of food requests.

All Food Requests

Perishable Non-Perishable

Donations Receipts Donations Receipts

The Perishable Food Donors
(PFD)

The Perishable Food Receivers
(PFR)

The Non-Perishable Food
Donors (NPFD)

The Non-Perishable Food
Receivers (NPFR)
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Td

Donation Availability

Volunteer Availability

Transportation Assignment Window

Volunteer
Assigned

Time →

Volunteer
Search

Td

Overlap Time ≥ To

Figure 3. Volunteer assignment chronology.

For this donor, we selected those volunteers who have Dijkl in a radius of Tl% of their
travel distance, from their start location. The volunteer Vm who maximizes the distance
(Vicinity) to which this donation Dijkl can be transported is chosen, as in Figure 4. Volunteers
are only considered if the payload capacity of the volunteer is Ta% more than the donation
weight of Dijkl . The AC status of the transportation and whether the vehicle is motored
or not are also factors in choosing the volunteer. This determines how far the surplus can
be sent for consumption before it spoils. In case we did not have any volunteer to assign
to this donor, we would still proceed to the receiver assignment process bypassing the
volunteer assignment step. However, in that case, the Vicinity would be scaled down to its
lower bound (Tnm

P /Tm
P /TNP) for the type of food being donated and whether the transport

is motored or not, to make the transportation feasible for the agents. If the agents can
predict volunteer unavailability in advance, they can themselves submit a volunteering
request, in parallel, to aid the transportation themselves. This volunteering request then
needs to have the receiver as its only entry in the volunteer’s receiver list.

All
Receivers

Tl

Volunteer
Route Start

Volunteer
Route End

Donor

Vicinity

Eligible
Receivers

TlTl

Tl

Volunteer
Route

Donor
Neighbourhood

Figure 4. Receiver eligibility through priority modification.

The above volunteer assignment process considers certain important aspects while
maximizing the surplus transport distance. Firstly, to ensure proper food safety while
handling food (by donors, volunteers, receivers, etc.), only food donations with proper
food packaging will be accepted for further distribution. This is upheld by the mandatory
packaging selection option provided in the application platform. Secondly, the calculation
of donor Vicinity, the maximum allowable distance between the donor and the receiver,
ensures proper food preservation while in transit. The mechanism estimates a conservative
distance for which the surplus can travel without spoiling. It uses input information
such as the type of food, packaging, food preparation time for cooked food, food expiry date for
packaged ones, food donation time range, Volunteer vehicle type, and vehicle air-conditioning status,
whether the vehicle is motored or not, as seen in Figure 1, to calculate a time-span suitable for
ensuring high food recoverability, which in turn dictates a conservative maximum distance
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(Vicinity) to which the surplus can be transported while ensuring food safety. The volunteer
parameters that maximize this Vicinity are assigned for the transportation of this donation.

We now have our volunteer Vm assigned to the virtual donor Dijkl and ready for
receiver assignment. Let us now observe Figure 5, wherein one donor wants to donate two
meals and two receivers want to receive one meal each. We assume volunteer availability
for these donations. The two receivers have timings such that the donation is available
before their requirement start times. However, the receiver with a later requirement start
time (R2) has very short availability. We can now address requirement requests starting
with the earliest requirement start time or the earliest requirement end time. Assuming that
we start with the earliest requirement start time, by the time the volunteer delivers a meal to
R1 who has the earlier requirement start time, R2’s requirement might end. Instead, if we
start addressing the requirement requests starting with the earliest requirement end time,
we can cater to the request of R2 first, followed by R1 who has a longer request availability
time, thereby attending to both the receivers. Thus, we opt for addressing the requirements
in an earliest end time first fashion.

As mentioned, whether donors have volunteers assigned or not, receivers are assigned
anyway. Therefore, the priority order of the eligible donors, who donate before requirement
start time, is extracted from the receiver’s preference list, as in Figure 6. For donors not
in the receiver’s priority list, they are each assigned the minimum priority, as in Table 3,
for receiver Rn. This list is further filtered to have the eligible receivers selected from the
donor neighbourhood and Tl% of the route distance away from the assigned volunteer’s
route as in Figure 4. Let us now get back to our virtual donor Dijkl to whom volunteer
Vm was assigned and was ready for receiver assignment. We now start the process from
the receivers’ end and reach this donor of ours as a match. Let, for tracking purposes,
our donor Dijkl be matched to the receiver Rn. Then, Rn surely has Dijkl in its extracted
and augmented preference list. However, to be matched to each other, Dijkl also needs to
have the highest preference for Rn, compared to all other eligible donors for this receiver,
in its updated preference list. This list was prepared similar to what was carried out for
the receiver preference, from the donor’s submitted preference list and the receivers in
the donor’s neighbourhood determined by the calculated Vicinity, as in Table 3. When
matching, ties are broken in favour of the earliest request submit time. Finally, the donation
is picked up and delivered by the volunteer, as in Figure 7.

Donation Availability

Receiver: R1

Time →

Receiver: R2

Volunteer Availability

Figure 5. End time-based sorting for receivers.

Time →D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

Donors Sorted on
Donation Start Time

Receivers Sorted on
Requirement End Time

Eligibility:
R1: D1,D2 R2: D1,D2,D3 R3: D1,D2,D3,D4 R4: D1,D2,D3,D4,D5

R5: D1,D2,D3,D4,D5

Figure 6. Donor eligibility per receiver.
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Table 3. Donor to receiver assignment.

Donor Preferences

Dp: R1 � R2 � R3 � R4 � Rn � .. Dq: R1 � Rn � R3 � R4 � R5 � ..
Dr: R1 � Rn � R3 � R4 � R5 � .. Ds: R1 � R2 � R3 � Rn � R5 � ..

Original Preference Eligibility List Extraction

Rn: Dq � Dt � Dp Rn: Dp,Dq,Dr,Ds Rn: Dq � Dp

Updated Preference Preference Positions Best Match

Rn: Dq � Dp[� Dr = Ds] Rn: Dp.5,Dq.2,Dr.2,Ds.4 Rn ⇐⇒ Dq

All
Receivers

Volunteer
Route Start

Volunteer
Route End

Donor

Assigned
Receiver

Original
Route

Updated
Route

Eligible
Receivers

Figure 7. Food movement through volunteer.

2.2. Proposed Mechanism

The Food Donor to Receiver Matching with Chronological Acceptance (FDRM-CA)
mechanism is proposed for matching donors to receivers, if possible, via volunteers.

2.2.1. The FDRM-CA Mechanism

The FDRM-CA mechanism actuates itself via the following steps:

1. Constant and parallel check for unaddressed agent requests using the New User
Interrupt Routine (NUIR);

2. Classification and TriFurcation of Users (CTFU) into Perishable, Non-Perishable, and
Volunteer categories;

3. Chronological Acceptance, inspired by [62,63], using Double Tie Breaking (CA-DTB)
and on-the-fly preference updates, for the donor–receiver matching.

In Algorithm 1, right after initializing all the lists (line 1), the NUIR sub-process starts
(line 3) to queue all unmatched agent requests. While this process continues in parallel,
the queued agent requests are classified into perishable, non-perishable and volunteer
groups (line 6), to match perishable food before the non-perishable ones. This is followed
by matching donors with receivers, if possible, via volunteers (lines 7 and 10), taking into
consideration agent preferences. Each match is then displayed to the involved agents (lines
9 and 12). All unmatched agent requests are considered in the upcoming iterations.
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Algorithm 1: FDRM-CA()

1 C, V, PFD, PFR, NPFD, NPFR← φ // Initiate all lists
2 do parallel // Execute in parallel
3 NUIR(C) // Add unaddressed requests to the list

4 do parallel // Execute in parallel
5 for i← 1 to n do // Handle all requests
6 C, V, PFR, NPFR, PFD, NPFD← CTFU(C, V, PFD, PFR, NPFD, NPFR)

// Classify requests
7 MP, PFD, PFR, V← CA-DTB(PFD, PFR, V, Food← PERISHABLE)

// Match perishable food
8 foreach Mj ∈MP do // Display each match to involved agents

9 Mj →Mj.MatchedAgents

10 MNP, NPFD, NPFR, V← CA-DTB(NPFD, NPFR, V,
Food← NON_PERISHABLE) // Match non-perishable food

11 foreach Mj ∈MNP do // Display each match to involved agents

12 Mj →Mj.MatchedAgents

2.2.2. The NUIR Sub-Process

The NUIR sub-process (Algorithm 2) runs in parallel with the main mechanism
without halting it. Here, at each agent request submission, the NewUserRequestInterrupt
interrupt is generated that triggers this routine to split the request into multiple meal
requests and add them to the list of unaddressed agent requests (lines 4 to 7). Additionally,
when any involved agent rejects or does not accept a match in Tw minutes of match
generation by, the interrupt MappingRejectionInterrupt is generated that triggers this
routine to add all of the involved agent requests of this rejected match to the aforementioned
list (lines 8 to 10) for being considered in the next iteration of the mechanism.

Algorithm 2: NUIR(C)
1 global C // Agent requests available to parallel processes
2 for i← 1 to n do // Handle all requests
3 if Interrupt then // Check for interrupts from the app
4 if Interrupt = NewUserRequestInterrupt then // New request
5 A← Interrupt.GetRequest // Get interrupt request details
6 if A.RequestType = D.UserType ∪A.Amount ≥ 2× Tm then
7 C.AddRequest(A.SplitIntoMeals(Tm)) // Accept request in meals

8 if Interrupt = MappingRejectionInterrupt then // Mapping rejected
9 foreach A ∈ Interrupt.GetRequest do // Each interrupt request

10 C.AddRequest(A) // Add request to list

2.2.3. The CTFU Sub-Process

The CTFU sub-process (Algorithm 3) classifies the agent requests into either vol-
unteers, or perishable/non-perishable categories for donors/receivers (lines 2 to 10) to
facilitate perishable food matching before the non-perishable ones.
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Algorithm 3: CTFU(C, V, PFD, PFR, NPFD, NPFR)
1 foreach A ∈ C do // Classify all requests
2 if A.UserType = RECEIVER then // Receivers
3 if A.TypeO f Food = PERISHABLE then // Perishable food
4 PFR.AddToList(A)
5 else NPFR.AddToList(A) // Non-perishable food

6 else if A.UserType = DONOR then // Donors
7 if A.TypeO f Food = PERISHABLE then // Perishable food
8 PFD.AddToList(A)
9 else NPFD.AddToList(A) // Non-perishable food

10 else V.AddToList(A) // Volunteers

11 return C, V, PFR, NPFR, PFD, NPFD // Return all lists

2.2.4. The CA-DTB Sub-Process

The algorithm for the CA-DTB sub-process is as follows.
The CA-DTB sub-process (Algorithm 4) gathers current agent requests (lines 2 and 3),

and assigns volunteers, if available, to each donor Di (line 5), maximizing the surplus
transportation distance (lines 10 and 20). Next, agent preferences are updated by extraction
and augmentation as shown in Table 3 (line 23 to 25). After this, each receiver Ri is assigned
to the eligible donor who has the highest preference for Ri (lines 26 to 31), and the match is
stored in M. Receivers accept donations such that:

m

∑
j=1

Dj.Amount− ε = Ri.Amount; ε→ 0. (1)

This step is repeated until one side of the market is cleared. Ties are broken first with
food donation start/requirement end timings (duplicates allowed), and next with request
arrival timings (total order maintaining sequences without duplicates). All matched re-
quests have to be accepted by the involved agents in a time window of Tw minutes, beyond
which the match is automatically rejected and the requests involved are automatically lined
up for the next round of matching.
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Algorithm 4: CA-DTB(D, R, V, Food)

1 M← φ // Initialize the matching
2 R′ ← {Rk|Now() ∈ [Rk.RequirementStartDateTime− Tr,

Rk.RequirementEndDateTime− Tr], Rk ∈ R} // Current receivers
3 D′ ← {Dk|Now() ∈ [Dk.RequirementStartDateTime− Td,

Dk.RequirementEndDateTime− Td], Dk ∈ D} // Current donors
4 foreach Di ∈ {Dl |Now() ∈ [Dl .DonationStartDateTime− Td,

Dl .DonationEndDateTime− Td],Dl ∈ D′} do // Get volunteers
5 V′ ← {Vj|Vj ∈ V, (Vj.Receivers = φ) ∪ (Di ∈ Vj.Receivers),

Vj.RemainingPayload ≥ (1 + Ta%)×Di.Amount,
To ≤ Vj.AvailabilityDateTimeRange ∩Dk.DonationDateTimeRange,
Vj.Route.Start± Tl%×Vj.Route.Distance ≥ Di.Location}

6 if V′ = φ then // Defaults for no available volunteer
7 if Food = PERISHABLE then Di.Vicinity← Tnm

P
8 else Di.Vicinity← TNP

9 else // Volunteers available
10 foreach V′j ∈ V′ do // Optimize volunteer assignment

11 if Food 6= PERISHABLE ∪V′j.ACStatus = AC then
12 Vicinity← V′j.Route.Destination−Di.Location

13 else
14 if V′j.TransportType = MOTORED then Vicinity← Tm

P
15 else Vicinity← Tnm

P

16 if Vicinity > Di.Vicinity then // Upgrade volunteer
17 Di.Vicinity← Vicinity
18 if Di /∈M then M.AddMatching(Di, V′j)
19 else M.UpdateMatching(M.GetMatching(Di), V′j)

20 V← V−M.GetMatching(Di) // Remove volunteer from market

21 foreach A ∈ R′ ∪D′ do // Update agent preferences
22 if A.RequestType = R.UserType then // Receiver preference
23 A.Pre f erence← [{A.Pre f erence ∩A.EligibleDonors(D′)} ∪

{A.EligibleDonors(D′)−A.Pre f erence}]
24 else // Donor preference
25 A.Pre f erence← [A.Pre f erence ∩ {(A.Location±A.Vicinity) ∩

R′.All.Location ∩ (M.GetMatching(A).Volunteer.Route± Tl ×
M.GetMatching(A).Volunteer.Route.Distance)}]

26 foreach Ri ∈ {Rk|Rk.Amount > 0,Rk ∈ R′} do // Handle each receiver request
27 while Ri.RemainingAmount > 0 do // Meals per request
28 Ri.Pre f erence← Ri.Pre f erence ∩D
29 Dj ← Ri.Pre f erence.Pre f erredDonor(

min(Ri.Pre f erence.PriorityPosition(Ri))) // Matched request
30 M.UpdateMatching(M.GetMatching(Dj), Ri)) // Update matching

31 D−Dj // Remove donor from market

32 return M, D, R, V // Return all updated lists

3. Algorithm Analysis

In this section, we discuss the correctness, strategyproofness, Pareto-optimality, real-time
operation and practicality properties of the FDRM-CA algorithm.

3.1. Correctness

Lemma 1. FDRM-CA works correctly.
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Proof. We prove this using the loop invariant technique [64]. We start our proof with the
main FDRM-CA algorithm and then we detail the inner sub-processes.

Algorithm 1 (The FDRM-CA Mechanism): here, we use the following loop invariant:

At the start of the ith iteration of the for loop of lines 5–13, each receiver Rj processed
in the prior (i− 1) iterations have their best available donors allocated, respecting the
eligible donors’ preference lists.

Initialization: prior to the first iteration of the loop, i = 1, there are no receivers
processed and no matching exists. This trivially satisfies the invariant.

Maintenance: At any iteration i of the loop, each receiver Rj processed is classified
into either perishable or non-perishable category. Thereafter, for each donor in the priority list
of Rj, the donor’s ranking of Rj is retrieved. The donor Dk with the highest ranking for Rj
is assigned to Rj. Furthermore, i is used for the next iteration of the for loop maintains the
invariant.

Of course, the correctness of the above step depends on the correctness of the inner
sub-parts, which is proven later in this section.

Termination: At termination, when i = n+ 1, each receiver Rj processed in the prior n
iterations has the best available donors allocated, respecting the eligible donors’ preference
lists. This proves that the FDRM-CA algorithm works correctly.

To reinforce the maintenance step of this proof, following are the additional proofs of
correctness of the sub-processes of this algorithm.

Algorithm 2 (The NUIR Sub-Process): This can be proved along similar lines as
above and is included in Appendix A.

Algorithm 3 (The CTFU Sub-Process): Here, we use the following loop invariant:

At the start of the ith iteration of the foreach loop of lines 1–13, the first (i− 1) agent
requests from C, processed in the prior (i − 1) iterations, have been classified and
appended to one of the five lists, namely, V,PFD,NPFD,PFR,NPFR.

Initialization: Prior to the first iteration of the foreach loop, there are no agent requests
processed, and this trivially satisfies the invariant.

Maintenance: In the ith iteration, the ith agent request is taken up for processing
from the list C. If this agent request is a volunteer request, it is appended to the list V.
If not, it is classified and appended to one of the four food request lists, namely, PFD,
NPFD, PFR, and NPFR. Observe that, prior to this iteration, all the five lists, namely,
V,PFD,NPFD,PFR,NPFR, already had a total of (i− 1) agent requests from C classified
and appended to them from the (i− 1) prior iterations. As the foreach loop picks up the
next agent request from C for the next iteration, the loop invariant is re-established.

Termination: At termination, the list C is empty and all agent requests have been
classified and appended to one of the five lists, namely, V, PFD, NPFD, PFR, NPFR. Thus,
the invariant is maintained. This proves that the CTFU process works correctly.

Algorithm 4 (The CA-DTB Sub-Process): This can be proved along similar lines as
above and is included in Appendix A.

By having proven the correctness of all its sub-parts, this concludes our proof of
correctness of the FDRM-CA mechanism.

3.2. Strategyproofness

Lemma 2. FDRM-CA is strategyproof for donors and receivers.

Proof. While there can be many places in FDRM-CA for donors to misreport, they can
never gain from the same location. Firstly, say a donor Di misreports the donor’s preference
list as Rk � Rj. Since the CA-DTB method awards the best available option from this
preference list, misreporting only gains the donor Di and the option Rk. The only way a
donor Di can gain is if Rk becomes unavailable in the extracted and updated preference list of
Di. However, that is a run-time phenomenon not affected by the preference list of the donor,
and hence not affected by manipulation. The above line of thinking can be extended to
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other input details of the donors such as location and type of food. Note that misreporting
the amount of food donated by Di does not affect the order in which receivers are chosen
for matching, it only changes the count of receivers assigned to the donor Di. Secondly,
donors cannot influence the choice of their neighbourhood as it depends on the run-time
availability of volunteers (V) and the details of their transport. Thirdly, ties are broken
primarily in favour of the earliest food donation or requirement timings, which can be
misreported. Consider a donor Di who misreported food pickup time to a time (ta) before
the food is available for pickup (tb; ta < tb). Since, food pickup is a volunteer-mediated
activity and volunteers only have a window of time available, the availability of a volunteer
Vj at a misreported time (ta) does not guarantee the donor the availability of any volunteer
at the donor’s truthful pickup time (tb). Worst case scenario, no volunteers may be available
at the truthful pickup time (tb). This concludes the proof. The study can prove, along
similar lines, that FDRM-CA is strategyproof for receivers as well.

3.3. Pareto-Optimality

Lemma 3. FDRM-CA is Pareto-optimal for donors.

Proof. This we prove by contradiction and mathematical induction. Let us assume that
FDRM-CA is not Pareto-optimal. Additionally, let there be some other algorithm, say OTH,
that assigns Pareto-optimality. The basis condition for induction is trivial for zero iterations.
For the induction step, say until iteration i, both algorithms generate similar matchings
Mi. In the (i + 1)th iteration, the CA-DTB sub-process of the FDRM-CA mechanism
assigns the best available option for donors as per their respective preference lists and
updates the matching to Mi+1. If OTH assigns anything other than the above, then it
does not generate a Pareto-optimal matching (Mi+1) at this iteration. Therefore, by the
Principle of Mathematical Induction, the final matching generated by OTH will also not be
optimal. This is a direct contradiction to our initial assumption. Thus, we can say that our
initial assumption was not correct and that FDRM-CA is Pareto-optimal for donors. This
concludes the proof.

3.4. Real-Time Operation

Lemma 4. FDRM-CA produces results in real (polynomial) time.

Proof. We only analyzed the time complexity of a single iteration of the FDRM-CA mecha-
nism since after each iteration agents receive their assignments. Since food is only recover-
able inside a time window, we will focus our analysis from the donor point of view. For
this, we analyzed the time complexity of each sub-process of the mechanism. Note that
receivers with large requirements may acquire their complete matching (that is equal to
their total requirement) after several iterations of the mechanism.

• The NUIR sub-process is parallel to the main process and thus does not have any
impact on the time complexity as it does not need to finish for the main process
to execute;

• The CTFU sub-process takes O(d + r + v) < O(r2);
• The CA-DTB sub-process can be viewed as having two sub-parts:

– The sub-part to determine the neighbourhood of each donor and volunteer
assignment to the donor takes O(dv) < O(r3);

– The update of preference and match generation sub-part has a time complexity of
O(d2r) < O(r3), since r > d for most practical situations, especially in developing
countries such as India, at the time of writing this paper.

where d, r, and v are the numbers of donors, receivers, and volunteers, respectively, per
iteration of the FDRM-CA mechanism. Therefore, the effective time complexity of each
iteration of the FDRM-CA mechanism is capped at O(r3), which is a polynomial (real) time.
This concludes the proof.
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3.5. Practicality

Lemma 5. Using an off routing threshold Tl%, the maximum total off-routing percentage (Γ) for
any volunteer for each meal transportation will always be less than equal to four times this threshold
percent of the route distance of the corresponding volunteer, i.e., Γ ≤ 4× Tl .

Proof. Analyzing a worst case scenario, let the donor Di’s location be opposite to the
volunteer Vj’s route, and at a maximum possible distance of Tl% of the volunteer’s travel
distance. Therefore, the donation pickup will contribute to an extra travel distance of
2× Tl% for the volunteer. Assuming a similar situation at the drop-off end yields another
2× Tl% travel overhead for the volunteer Vj. Thus, even in the worst case scenario, the
volunteer Vj has to do a maximum total off-routing percentage given by the inequality
Γ ≤ 4× Tl . This concludes the proof for the practical nature of the algorithm.

4. Results

Figure 8 presents the simulation results of the mechanism. In all the graphs, volunteer
numbers have been expressed in terms of multiples of donation numbers (×Donors). Other
than their relevant results, end sorting for receivers and updated preferences for all agents
have been used.
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4.1. Data

We generated random, logically coherent data for 5000 agent requests and chose our
operational city to be 50× 50 km across, our working hours to be from 06:00 h to 23:59 h,
and any volunteer’s maximum payload capacity to be 100 kg. We have taken our threshold
values as: To = 15 min, Td = 120 min, Tr = 180 min, Tw = 10 min, Tl = 5%, Ta = 20%,
Tm = 1000 g, Tm

P = 20 km, Tnm
P = 5 km, and TNP = 100 km.

4.2. Analysis

It is evident from Figure 8a that the allocation percentage of agents initially increases
rapidly with increase in volunteer availability and then plateaus as the availability grows
further. Figure 8b shows that volunteers going for the receiver having the earliest require-
ment end time will be able to address more requests. Similarly, Figure 8c depicts the
importance of updating the submitted agent preferences to reflect run-time temporal and
spatial availability of agents. At last, Figure 8d establishes that manipulation of preferences
will not help agents to gain a better allocation other than when a small percentage of
them do not have their false higher preferred donors available while calculating their
eligibility lists.

5. Discussion

The results presented in Section 4 reveal and reinforce certain preferable policies to be
followed by any such approach, in general, towards the matching of donors and receivers:

• The availability of volunteers matter: This is intuitive and clearly evident. As volun-
teer availability goes up, so does the number of matching sets. However, this happens
relatively faster at the start followed by a plateau thereafter. Thus, a basic minimal
availability of volunteers is required for the mechanism to produce good results.

• Receiver requirement end timings dictate the matching order: Although it seems
quite counter-intuitive to address receiver requests that end first, it is very essential
to do so. It is clearly evident that this receipt window is not the window in which
the donated food is actually consumed. It is rather a food accumulation window
right before the food consumption begins. Therefore, by satisfying the requirements
whose accumulation windows are about to end, we are actually reach the requirement
request whose food consumption window starts first. In terms of food utilization, this
is most important.

• The dynamic nature of the market should be captured: While the agents provide
their preferences with a static image of the market, it is very important to capture
the dynamism of the same. Real-time situations such as unavailability of preferred
agent requests and efficacy constraints such as distance limitations arising from the
perishable nature of the donation can change the scenario quite a bit. By modifying
the preference list of the agents to include the eligible options, the allocation, and
thereby the utilization, of surplus food can be drastically improved.

• A regret-free platform for fair donation allocation: While it is a great facility to be
able to provide preferences by agents, it can also be heavily abused. This flexibility
that the mechanism provides has to be safeguarded from being over-utilized, leading
to the deprivations of some agents from being mapped at all. To ensure that the
provided preferences do not have an adverse effect on the mapping process, and that
the same cannot be intentionally achieved by agents, provides a regret-free preference
manipulation-independent platform for agents to utilize.

6. Conclusions

Surplus food distribution is visibly not a long term solution for food wastage, and
the issue has to be tackled at the roots by putting a check on the inclination of the society
towards a permanent over-supply of food and a fear of running-out of food. Additionally,
in the upcoming smart cities, apart from several other factors, proper transportation
and storage infrastructures at different stages of food production have a great impact
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on the sources and the amount of food wasted. However, until the society structure,
leading to a permanent over-hoarding and wastage of food, is fixed, ICT-based surplus
food distribution systems will continue to bridge the gap between the over-supplied
and the under-provided. In the upcoming smart cities, there is a vast opening in which
ICT platforms, especially handheld device-based apps, can prove pivotal in facilitating a
smoother food redistribution by percolating deep into the masses of both urban and rural
locations. Although 100% of the food waste cannot be targeted by this approach, the 60%
avoidable waste will be diverted from landfills to the under-provided people.

The FDRM-CA mechanism, delivered by handheld device apps, provides a great
platform for carrying this out specifically. It prevents donors from misreporting, addresses
donor and receiver preferences properly, prioritizes food donation/requirement events
chronologically, matches donors optimally with receivers and volunteers, and above all,
achieves all this to provide agents with their respective assignments in real time, making it
an attractive choice for the task. As receivers gradually broaden the spectrum of their re-
quirements from the more common freshly cooked and packaged solid food types towards the
statistically rarer fresh produce and frozen uncooked food types, and as donors are diversified
from households to farmers and business people, this redistribution approach will be able
to target the different stages of food production wherein food is wasted. With the use of
double-sided market related game-theoretic algorithms for mapping, the preferences of
all the parties can be addressed better, leading to a higher satisfaction of all the agents in-
volved. This is guaranteed to attract more participation in the food redistribution network,
eventually lowering the food wastage and hunger challenges of the world for a sustainable
and scalable food future.

In the future, if some volunteers find incentives as their primary motivation to partici-
pate in the system, the same can be integrated with the model for a hybrid functionality so as
to attract a broader volunteer participation, leading to an overall better surplus movement.
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Appendix A. Proofs Excluded from Section 3

Here we present the rest of the proof of correctness of the FDRM-CA algorithm.
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Lemma A1. FDRM-CA works correctly.

Proof. We use loop invariant techniques as mentioned before.
Algorithm 1 (The FDRM-CA Mechanism): This is already proven in Section 3.
Algorithm 2 (The NUIR Sub-Process): For this algorithm we use the following

loop invariant:

The global list C has all agents with unaddressed requests.

Initialization: Prior to the first iteration of the loop, the list is empty, and trivially
satisfies the invariant.

Maintenance: In the ith iteration, one of the interrupts NewUserRequestInterrupt and
MappingRejectionInterrupt is generated as a response to a new agent request or rejection
of a mapping by its involved agent(s) respectively, due to which agent requests are added
to this list. In case NewUserRequestInterrupt is generated, the new agent has raised a
request in the app that is yet to be addressed. If a MappingRejectionInterrupt is generated,
On the contrary, the agents involved in the rejected mapping have unfulfilled requests,
and are again added to this list. Since, the list C had only agents with either active or
unmatched requests before this iteration, therefore, it still has so. Thus, the loop invariant
is maintained.

Termination: At termination, when i ← n, n being a very large number, the list C
now contains all agents with unaddressed requests. This proves that the NUIR process
works correctly.

Algorithm 3 (The CTFU Sub-Process): This is already proven in Section 3.
Algorithm 4 (The CA-DTB Sub-Process): This algorithm has three sequential fore-

ach loops.

1. For the first foreach loop we use the following loop invariant:

The matching M has donors, each donor with the donor’s largest possible neigh-
bourhood, as per volunteer availability, assigned to the donor.

Initialization: Prior to the first iteration of the loop, the list is empty, and that trivially
satisfies the invariant.
Maintenance: In the ith iteration, donor Di is taken up for processing. A neighbour-
hood of volunteers is now calculated for the same. If this neighbourhood:

• Has no volunteer, then the best possible Vicinity, and therefore, neighbourhood,
is assigned to the donor as per the type of food donation, and the donor is added
to the list M before exiting this iteration.

• Has volunteers, then another loop is encountered for which we use the loop invariant:

The current donor receives the largest possible neighbourhood as per volun-
teer availability.

Initialization: Before entering this loop, the list M does not have the current
donor. Therefore, it trivially satisfies the loop invariant.
Maintenance: In the jth iteration, a new Vicinity is calculated using the type and
air-conditioning status of the transport of the jth volunteer and the type of food
to be donated by the ith donor. This Vicinity is updated for the donor only if it
provides this donor with a larger neighbourhood than that of the already existing
Vicinity value of this donor. Also, this jth volunteer gets assigned to this ith
donor only if this current Vicinity is better, as just described, than that existing
for this donor. Thus, each iteration only improves upon the existing volunteer
allocation and the neighbourhood assigned to this donor, thereby maintaining
the invariant.
Termination: At termination, the available volunteers’ list (V′) is exhausted and
the ith donor has already acquired the best possible volunteer, and therefore,
neighbourhood, and is added to the list M. Thus, this loop works as intended.
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Thus, the largest possible neighbourhood for this donor, as per volunteer availability,
has been assigned to this donor. Thus, the invariant is maintained.
Termination: At termination, when all available donors have been processed, the list
M has donors, each donor with the donor’s largest possible neighbourhood, as per
volunteer availability, assigned to the donor. This proves that this loop works properly.

2. For the second foreach loop we use the following loop invariant:

All agents in donors and receivers acquire updated preferences.

Initialization: Prior to the first iteration of the loop, agent preference is not updated
and that trivially satisfies the invariant.
Maintenance: In the ith iteration, the ith agent is taken up for processing. This agent
is recognized one of donors and receivers and the preference is updated accordingly.
Thus, the invariant is maintained.
Termination: At termination, All the agents in donors and receivers have been pro-
cessed and all of them have their preferences updated. This satisfies the invariant.
Therefore, the correctness of the second foreach loop is proved.

3. For the third sequential foreach loop, we use the following loop invariant:

Donors are assigned to receivers such that they fulfill their meal requirements
and both donor and receiver preferences are considered.

Initialization: Prior to the first iteration of the loop, no donors are assigned to re-
ceivers and that trivially satisfies the invariant.
Maintenance: This is a nested foreach loop construct with two such loops in the nest.
For any receiver Ri, donors are assigned to it until the required meals are fulfilled.
Additionally, receivers acquire their preferences in case of ties and donors have their
neighbourhood predefined to address their preferences. Thus, the loop invariant
is maintained.
Termination: At termination, all donors have already been assigned the best available
receivers as per the preferences of the donors and the receivers. Therefore, the
invariant is upheld. This proves the correctness of the last foreach loop of the CA-
DTB process.

By having proven the correctness of all its sub-parts, this concludes our proof of
correctness of the FDRM-CA mechanism.
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